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ABSTRACT
Previously, a theoretical model for unravelling the entwined effects of metabolic 
and biosynthetic rates on oxidative cellular damage accumulation during an animal’s 
growth period was developed and tested in hornworms (Manduca sexta larvae). In theory, 
if  an animal had unrestricted amounts of energy and a high repair efficiency, they could 
repair most of the oxidative cellular damage accumulated, regardless of how their 
metabolic rate varies. However, organisms have a finite amount of energy that is 
allocated to repair and, during the animal’s development period, a considerable amount of 
energy goes towards growth eliciting a tradeoff between biosynthesis and repair. The 
current model predicts that cellular damage is more influenced by the biosynthetic rate 
than the metabolic rate. This leads to the hypothesis that during growth, the variation in 
biosynthetic rate is the major cause of variation in the level of cellular damage; whereas 
the variation in the metabolic rate only has a minimal impact. To further test the 
prediction, variations in the metabolic and biosynthetic rates was induced in 5th instar 
Manduca sexta larvae by manipulating environmental factors (ambient temperature and 
food supply level) allowing for the contributions of each rate to cellular damage to be 
evaluated independently. The corresponding protein carbonyl levels were assayed as a 
proxy of cellular damage; however, the results were inconclusive and more proxies of 
damage will need to be considered.
v
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Though metabolic rate and its relationship with longevity are an established 
theme in the study of aging, the contrasting ideas of how they are associated has been 
difficult to understand as existing theories have contradicting and supporting empirical 
evidence146. A few theories that hold weight in this particular field of biology are the 
oxidative stress theory and the rate of living theory.
The oxidative stress theory (OST) offers a general explanation of aging and 
predicts that the level of oxidative cellular damage to proteins, lipids and DNA from 
reactive oxygen species (ROS) accumulate over time and increased levels of antioxidants 
should reduce oxidative stress and extending lifespan148, 149 However, there are several 
challenges with OST such as genetic alteration in antioxidant enzymes failed to affect 
longevity, diet antioxidants blocked endogenous ROS defenses, the deletion of the Sod1 
gene’s effect on lifespan149-151. Whereas the rate of living theory (RLT) states that the rate 
of energy expenditure, whose primary determinants are individual body mass and 
temperature, is negatively correlated with longevity147. Although empirical data still 
supports the theory even after the confounding effect of body mass is removed146. RLT 
has shown that under experimental conditions, lowering the metabolic rate by decreasing 
the body temperature has shown to extend the lifespan of endotherms and ectotherms84, 
85,121. Yet, the rate of living theory is not without its challenges as well. The negative 
correlation between energy expenditure and longevity is not present across taxon though 
it can be seen in individual taxonomic groups. A few examples would be birds when 
compared to mammals of the same body mass, live much longer though they have a 
higher metabolic rate; experimental manipulations that increased metabolic rates do not
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shorten lifespans in mice; and genetic interventions for longevity and diet restriction do 
not alter the mass specific-metabolic rate3, 152,153. This suggests that the relationship 
between energy expenditure and longevity is non-monotonic.
Diet restriction (DR) is commonly utilized to increase the active and healthy 
lifespan of multiple species since DR-induced longevity forces organisms in deprived 
nutrient conditions to reallocate resources from reproduction or growth towards health 
maintenance154. Studies have shown that DR impedes the accumulation of oxidized 
proteins, peroxidation of lipids, and oxidative damage in DNA154-157. This suggests that 
by suppressing growth with DR, it would be possible to channel energy to somatic 
maintenance -  creating a tradeoff between growth and longevity. The discrepancies 
mentioned caused this thesis project to be formulated.
Previously, the lab developed a theoretical model based off the first principle of 
energy tradeoffs -  predicting that, when the repair efficiency is high, the damage levels 
caused by the MR is insignificant compared to the damage caused by the biosynthetic 
rate. The framework of the theory is illustrated in Figure 1.1. The purpose of this thesis is 
to unravel the effects of the metabolic and biosynthetic rates on oxidative stress damage 
in an insect model. The projects within the thesis are related to understand the respective 
effects of metabolic and biosynthetic rates on cellular damage, to investigate whether 
lowering metabolic rate undermines the protective effects of food restriction and compare 
the energy costs of biosynthesis of homometabolous and hemimetabolous insect species. 
The insect model used in the study are Manduca sexta (hornworms) given that in 
laboratory settings, the first instar larvae grows from 1 mg to 13 grams at the end of the 
fifth instar within 20 days. Also, the hornworms’ body temperature can be altered by
3
changing the external environmental temperatures allowing the disentanglement of 
metabolic and biosynthetic rates in ectotherms. Any damage accumulated during the 
experimental period was estimated by measuring protein carbonyl levels using a protein 










Figure 1.1. Theory Framework. The metabolic energy (MR) is partitioned between 
biosynthesis and protective energy. MR is proportional to ROS production. The 
protective energy is allocated to antioxidant scavenging and repair mechanisms.
Protein carbonylation is a type of protein oxidation that can be promoted by ROS. 
It can be quantified by having it react with 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine (DNPH) to form a 
Schiff base to produce the corresponding hydrazones, which can be analyzed 
spectrophotometrically at an absorbance between 360-385 nm158. (See Figure 1.2.) The 
carbonyl content can then be standardized to protein concentration.
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Figure 1.2. Biochemistry of the Protein Carbonyl Assay.
The first experiment was conducted to understand the respective effects of 
metabolic and biosynthetic rates on cellular damage. During growth, a segment of 
metabolic energy is allocated to biosynthesis while the rest is used for health 
maintenance. It is important to note that biosynthesis also induces damage accumulation. 
Although extensive literature exists on the collective effects of metabolism and 
biosynthesis on damage accumulation, studies on disentangled effects are uncommon. 
Based on the model developed, it is predicted that if the repair efficiency were high, then 
the changes in damage level caused by the changes in metabolic rate would be 
insignificant, and the damage level would be more sensitive to the changes in the 
biosynthetic rate. The model will be tested on 5th instar hornworms by manipulating the 
biosynthetic rate and metabolic rate changing the ambient temperature (20°C and 30°C)
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and rearing them in different food treatment groups (free-feeding and food restriction). In 
the preliminary results, the outcomes supported the preditions of the model but were 
mainly observational.
In the second project, the investigation into whether lowering metabolic rate 
undermines the protective effects of food restriction was conducted using Turkestan 
cockroaches (Blatta lateralis). Though the roaches were more challenging to attempt to 
change their metabolic and biosynthetic rates that the researcher were unable to check if 
the lowering of the metabolic rate undermined the protective effects of food restriction. 
Due to this occurrence, a third project was added to compare the energy costs of 
biosynthesis between a homometabolous and hemimetabolous insect species.
The last development ended with two surprising findings, which are associated 
with each other. Fast-growing homometabolous insects allocated less of their metabolic 
energy to biosynthesis than the slow-growing hemimetabolous insects; however, the 
caterpillar’s growth rate was about 20-fold higher than that of the roaches. The second 
finding was that the metabolic cost of growth is about 10 times lower in the caterpillar 
than that of the roach explaining the 20-fold higher growth rate.
1.1. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
During growth, the total metabolic rate, B (in unit of energy/time), is partitioned 
between the rate of resting metabolic energy, Brest, and the rate of energy spent on 
activities, such as foraging 58,72,76. The total metabolic rate is usually a constant multiple 
of the resting metabolic rate, i.e., B = f  x Brest 72,77, where f  is a dimensionless constant 
72,77 The resting metabolic energy rate (Brest) is further divided between the rate of energy
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required to maintaining existing biomass, Bmaint, and the rate of energy required to 
synthesize new biomass, Bsyn, i.e., Brest = Bmaint + Bsyn58,76. The maintenance term (Bmaint)
includes the energy spent on the repair mechanisms, such as oxidant scavenging and 
damage repair. The synthetic term (Bsyn) can be expressed as Bsyn = Em dm / d t , where
dm/dt is the growth rate (increase in body mass, m, per unit time, t), and Em is the 
metabolic energy required to synthesize one unit of bio-tissue, such as the energy for 
assembling macromolecules from monomers. Em is also called indirect cost of growth in 
unit of energy/mass 72,76. Thus, biosynthetic rate, Bsyn, is in unit of energy/time.
Based on this framework of energy budget, there are two assumptions for 
estimating oxidative cellular damage level19,75. Assumption 1: Within a species, the rate 
of damage accumulation, H, caused by products of oxidative metabolism, such as 
reactive oxygen species (ROS), is proportional to the rate of oxygen consumption 
(metabolic rate, B). The assumption is based on the observations that metabolic and ROS 
generation rate are proportional to each other intra-specifically (see review in19,75). Thus, 
the team has the rate of damage accumulation (damaged mass/time), H  = S B , where 5 is 
a constant within a species, indicating the amount of damaged mass associated with one 
unit of metabolic energy. Here the damaged mass can be cell membrane, protein, DNA, 
or other macromolecules 78. Assumption 2: Repairing the damage requires metabolic 
energy. The rate of repairing, R (repaired mass/time), is proportional to the energy 
available for maintenance (repairing), Bmaint, with a coefficient n, i.e., R = /;Bmaml , where 
^is also a constant, indicating the amount of mass that can be repaired by one unit of
available metabolic energy.
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The net damage, H  -  R , accumulates. The accumulated damage can be integrated 
as a function of time, i.e., £  (h  - R)d r . Using the equationsB^ = + Bsyn, B = f  x B ^ ,
and Bsyn = Emdm / d t , Assumptions 1 and 2 estimate the net cellular oxidative damage,
D (t) = (S X B - ^ X Bmaint )dr = J j S X f  X Brest -  V X (Brest -  Bsyn )]d 7
= (1 -£) l! Brest d 7 + SEm Am |'0 (1)
= (1 - s) X ME + SX SE
where s = v / ( f  S) is the effective repair efficiency, indicating the ratio of repaired mass
and damaged mass for one unit of energy; ME = Jo Brestdr  is the total metabolic energy
spent during the period [0, t] (in unit of joules); Am is the increase of body mass during 
the period [0, t], and Em is the energy required to synthesize one unit of biomass, so 
SE = EmAm is the synthetic energy spent during the period [0, t] (also in unit of joules). 
Thus, Equation 1 decomposes the level of net damage in two terms, DB = (1 -  s ) x ME and 
Dsyn = s  x S E , estimating the effects of metabolism and biosynthesis on damage
respectively. Both terms are proportional to energy expenditures (ME and SE) with 
coefficients 1 - s and s respectively.
The sensitivities of damage to the metabolic and synthetic energy depend on the 
coefficients of these two terms, 1 -  s and s. Based on the fittings of data from more than 
200 studies on laboratory rodents, and the theoretical estimate of protein oxidative 
damage and repair, the repair efficiency s was estimated to be around 0.99 19,71,74 (also 
see preliminary data in Approach section). For such a high efficiency, the metabolic term 
in Equation 1, (1 -  s ) x ME , is very small, regardless how metabolic energy (ME)
changes. The major contribution to the net damage thereby comes from the biosynthetic
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term, e x SE  . This means that the damage level is more sensitive to the biosynthetic term 
(SE) than to the metabolic term (ME), and SE will cause more damage than ME, if they 
increase the same amount.
Without biosynthetic processes, i.e., if  the second term in Equation 1, e x  SE , 
does not exist, the highly efficient repair mechanisms (high s) will repair most of the 
damage (because (1 -  e)is close to zero, and therefore the first term of Equation 1,
(1 -  e) x M E , is small). In this case, the damage accumulates at a low rate, even if 
metabolic energy (ME) is high. However, during growth, biosynthesis costs a 
considerable amount of metabolic energy that could be spent on repair. The consequence 
of this cost reflected in Equation 1 is that the term e x  SE contributes significantly to 
cellular damage. Consequently, during growth, damage accumulates fast despite the high 
repair efficiency. Based on this model, it is hypothesized that during growth, variation in 
biosynthetic rate is the major cause of variation in cellular damage level, whereas 
variation in metabolic rate has only a negligible impact. Accordingly, two objectives are 
proposed which will be addressed by manipulative experiments in Manduca sexta larvae 
and Blatta lateralis. Though it is important to note that the growth rates of these animals 
are not constants over larval stages, the theoretical model does not assume that all life 
stages have the same growth rates. The integral in Equation 1 indicates that the damage 
accumulated during a certain period depends on the energy integrated over this period, 
not on the rates at a certain time point. The investigators’ previous study showed 74 that in 
some species, accelerating growth in later life stage may cause increases in cellular 
damage, if  animals are re-fed ad libitum after a period of food restriction. But in this 
project, no re-feeding will be applied.
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1.1.1. Objective One. Two cohorts with 2 levels of ME X 2 levels of BSE will be 
produced by manipulating the ambient temperature and food supply levels in the hopes of 
being able to change the model organisms’ biosynthetic energy and metabolic energy 
rates (Figure 1.3.). Their hypothesis leads to two predictions: (1) when biosynthetic rate 
is fixed, significant changes in metabolic rate will NOT lead to significant changes in 
cellular damage; and (2) when metabolic rate is fixed, animals with higher biosynthetic 
rate will have higher levels of cellular damage. These predictions contradict the 
conventional belief that cellular damage is strongly influenced by metabolic rate.
The researchers will assay lipid peroxidation and protein carbonyl to measure 
cellular damage. The hornworms are a novel and ideal model for this project. Not only do 
they grow fast, but also their metabolic and biosynthetic rates can be manipulated by 
environmental factors and vary in the opposite directions (see Preliminary Result I and 
II). Thus, the respective contributions of each rate to cellular damage can be evaluated 
separately. In addition, the research group will rear cohorts of cockroaches given that 
they are a hemimetabolous insect species, whereas the hornworms are a holometabolous 
species.
H igh Tem p era tu re
(30 V)
Low  Tem p era tu re
(20 V)






Food R estric tio n Low biosynthesis High metabolism
Low biosynthesis 
Low metabolism
Figure 1.3. Cohort Set-up with 2 Levels of ME X 2 Levels of BSE.
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1.1.2. Objective Two. Food restriction (FR) extends the lifespan of a diversity of 
organisms, while enhancing the resistance to oxidative stresses44,45,79,80. Many studies 
have attributed the protective effects of FR to the FR-induced energy tradeoffs between 
biosynthesis, metabolism and cellular damage repair 8,13,14,19,66,71,73 The basic idea is that 
FR suppresses biosynthesis (growth), and therefore channels more energy to damage 
repair mechanisms19,73. Because the energy assimilated from food is limited under FR, 
there exists an energy tradeoff between metabolic rate and growth rate meaning that 
lowering metabolic rate under FR will lead to relatively faster growth 60,81, which in turn 
will undermine the protective effects of FR. Lowering metabolic rate presumably will 
lower the production of reactive oxidative species.
However, the team’s hypothesis suggests that variation in metabolic rate only has 
a minimal impact on cellular damage. Thus, they predict that the faster growth induced 
by lowering metabolic rate under FR will result in higher cellular damage and shortened 
lifespan. This prediction contradicts the conventional belief that lowering metabolic rate 
(and body temperature) is beneficial for animals under FR. The team will rear B. lateralis 
under FR and manipulate their growth and metabolic rates by changing temperature. The 
group will measure lipid peroxidation, protein carbonyl, adult lifespan, and locomotion 
ability as proxies for health.
The results of this research project will help to solve an established question in the 
field. Currently, the role of metabolic rate in animals’ health and longevity is uncertain, 
and empirical data on this issue is contradictory82. In general, inter-specific data from 
wild animals within the same taxon show that, with a few exceptions, animals with higher 
mass-specific metabolic rate have shorter lifespan83. Under laboratory conditions,
lowering the body temperature has also been shown to enhance the health maintenance 
and extend lifespan of both ectotherms 84-87 and endotherms 88,89 that were fed ad libitum , 
since the lower body temperature leads to lower metabolic rate. The empirical evidence 
supports the oxidative stress theory 1,3 suggesting that the oxidative metabolism and its 
deleterious productions cause cellular damages. The evidence also shows that high 
metabolic rate leads to high cellular damage, and therefore short lifespan.
However, empirical evidence from two types of studies seem to conflict with the 
oxidative stress theory. First, food restriction (FR) extends the lifespan of a broad 
diversity of organisms while keeping them in a relatively healthy state 44,45. It was 
hypothesized 44,90,91 that lowering the metabolic rate is one of the major mechanisms of 
FR’s protective effects. Then again numerous studies have also shown that while 
suppressing growth, FR does not substantially decrease the mass-specific metabolic rate 
70,85,92-95. Second, treatments, such as forced exercises 96 and cold exposure 97, elevate the 
metabolic rate but fail to change the growth rate in rodents and have negligible effects on
cellular oxidative damage or lifespan 96,97. This long-standing conundrum 4,47,98,99 can be
well explained by the researchers’ hypothesis, which suggests that the protective effects 
of treatments strongly depend on their suppression of biosynthetic rate, and only weakly 
depend on the variation in metabolic rate. Moreover, this project may also help to 
understand the results of a few FR studies on mice 100, houseflies 101, Indian stick insects 
102, and yeasts 103, in which the metabolic rate was altered under FR, but was shown to be 
positively-correlated to health and lifespan. According to the team’s model, there exists 
an energy tradeoff between metabolic and growth rates when energy assimilated from 
food is limited by FR. Thus, under FR, decreases in metabolic rate will cause growth
11
(biosynthetic) rate to increase, which in turn will undermine the protective effects of FR 
on counteracting cellular damage and extending lifespan. Given that the researchers’ 
hypothesis makes two predictions, they will need to test (1) if  cellular damage is more 
sensitive to biosynthetic rate, and (2) if  low temperature will undermine the protective 
effects of FR.
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1.2. RATIONALE OF USING TWO ORGANISMS AS MODELS
In many animals, the rates of biosynthesis and metabolism is interlocked. But in 
hornworms, methods have been developed to manipulate theses rates independently or 
even make them change in opposite directions60,107 (Figures 1.5. and 1.6.) by precisely 
adjusting body temperature and food supply to each individual hornworm or group of 
roaches. More importantly, a complete and quantitative analysis of the sensitivities 
predicted by the model (Equation 1) requires data on growth and metabolism together 
with the cellular damage data from the same individuals. Yet in hornworms, it can be 
done with high accuracy by trained students60,107, (also see Preliminary Results I and II). 
Harrison et al (2013) have shown that hornworms with large body size and fast growth 
are more susceptible to hypo- and hyper-oxia stress21, but their qualitative study did not 
investigate the effects of metabolic rate, and the major proxy of health used in their study 
was the larval survival rate. No cellular oxidative damage was assayed. Building on the 
lab’s newly developed theoretical model 19,70-75 and experimental protocols 60,107, the 
researchers were originally planning on conducting a novel hypothesis-driven 
quantitative study on hornworms to test the predictions of Equation 1.
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However, metamorphosis, an energetically costly process, in this holometabolous 
insect (undergoes complete metamorphosis) produces a considerable amount of oxidative 
damage, and offsets the link between larval stress and adult welfare, making it difficult to 
estimate the effects of the larval tradeoff on adult fitness. This is because pupation, an 
energetically costly process, may produce a considerable amount of oxidative damage, 
which obscures the damage accumulated during larval stage. It has been shown that 
pupation in holometabolic insect offsets the link between larval stress and adult welfare 
108. The team’s solution is to use the Turkestan cockroaches, since they are a 
hemimetabolous model (undergoes incomplete metamorphosis), to test the universal 
applications of their hypothesis. Compared to other invertebrate models, such as 
roundworm, whose adult fitness has often been assayed, the cockroach has an 
advantage—the research group can accurately assay the growth rate (equivalent to BSR) 
and MR of each individual for quantitative estimates of the tradeoffs, which is impossible 
to do in roundworms. Moreover, hornworms are capital breeders, which store most of the 
assimilated food as fat, whereas cockroaches are income breeders, which spend most of 
the nutrient for biosynthesizing proteins during the nymph stage. The difference of life 
history between these two species results in different energy expenditure on biosynthesis, 
which is hypothesized to be the key factor of oxidative damage. Therefore, including 
both species in this project will help to compare how species with different life history 
respond to the manipulations of metabolic and biosynthetic rates, and the consequences 
in cellular damage. Thus, by employing two species with different developmental stages, 
the investigators will be able to quantitatively and qualitatively test the two interrelated 
predictions of their hypothesis respectively. The results from two species would reveal
14
the general pattern of the tradeoffs between metabolism, growth, and health maintenance, 
and how environmental factors affect the tradeoffs.
1.2.1. Preliminary Results I. Previously, the research team measured the 
variations in metabolic energy (ME) and synthetic energy (SE) in 5th instar hornworms 
reared at 25oC and assayed the corresponding plasma malondialdehyde (MDA) and 
protein carbonyl in each individual and group, as two surrogates of cellular damage. 
MDA is a specific end-product of phospholipid oxidative damage, and has been 
commonly used as a biomarker of oxidative stress 28,113,114 The team denotes the level of 
MDA and protein carbonyl as D, which is proportional to the total cellular damage with a 
constant factor g. Thus, Equation 1 becomes Equation 2.
D = g x (1- s )x ME + g x sx  BSE (2)
ME was estimated as the sum of daily average metabolic rate (in Joules/day) over the 
experiment period (5 days in the preliminary study). BSE was estimated as the body mass 
gain (in grams) during the experiment period (5 days) multiplied by Em, the energy 
required to synthesize one gram of bio-tissue in hornworms. The value of Em = 168 
Joules/gram of wet mass was estimated previously 115, and confirmed by the team’s 
independent assay (unpublished data). They eliminated the confounding effect of final 
mass on the variables by calculating the mass residuals of them and then regressed the 
mass residual of damage D (MDA or protein carbonyl) on the mass residuals of ME and
BSE, as Equation 3, where (3° , p 1 , and (3 2 are regression coefficients.
D residual = p° + p1 x ME residual + p2 x BSE residual (3)
The researchers induced variations in ME and SE by providing four levels of food 
supply with wheat germ-based diet (Carolina Biological supply, NC, 20160 Joules/gram,
dry weight). Larvae were reared at 25 oC and 17L:7D photoperiod. On the 1st day of the 
5th instar, 15 larvae were randomly chosen and transferred to one of the following 
cohorts: free-feeding (AL, free fed for 5 days); long-term food restriction (LFR, 50% 
food restriction for 5 days); short-term food restriction-A (SFRA, free fed for 3 days, and 
50% food restriction for 2 days); and short-term food restriction-B (SFRB, 50% food 
restriction for 3 days, then free fed for 2 days). All the larvae were sacrificed on the 6th 
day for hemolymph sampling and MDA assay.
Figure 1.4. shows that these four food treatments induced broad ranges of 
variations in ME, SE (metabolic and synthetic energy spent in 5 days), and MDA level. 
However, the treatments did NOT induce any difference in MDA levels. ANCOVA, 
using MDA as the dependent variable, ME and SE as covariates, and food treatments as 
fixed factors, yielded p > 0.05 between each pair of these four treatments. So, we were 
able to pool the data from four cohorts and regress MDA level on ME and SE. The MDA 
level, ME, and SE are all linearly correlated to the final body mass on the 6th day (Figure
1.4.). The team eliminated the confounding effect of final mass on the variables by 
calculating the mass residuals of them. Then they regressed the mass residual of MDA on
the mass residuals of ME and SE, as Equation 3, where ^ , and are regression 
coefficients.
MDAresidual = /?0 + A x  ME residual + P2 x  >SE residual (4)
Comparing the theoretical Equation 2 and the regression Equation 3, the research 
team made three predictions: if  the metabolic term contributes to the damage level less 
significantly than the biosynthetic term, then first, the fitted regression coefficient of the 
metabolic term P1 will be smaller than that of the biosynthetic term P2; second, the
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regression of the metabolic term will have a larger P-value; and third, the repair 
efficiency (s) estimated from the ratio, P"i / P~2 = (1 -  s ) / s , will be close to 0.99, the 
value previously estimated from the theoretical calculation and fitting empirical data 
from laboratory rodents 19,71.
Figure 1.4. Induced Food Treatments. Food treatments induce 4-, 4-, and 9-fold of 
variations in metabolic energy (A), biosynthetic energy (B) and MDA level (C) 
respectively. The variation in the final body mass on the 6th day is 3-fold.
The assays of MDA and protein carbonyl yielded very similar results. Table 1.1 
shows the results of MDA assay as an example. The statistic results strongly support the 
theoretical predictions. The p- values for the variable-added-last tests indicate that BSE 
has a significant linear relationship with MDA level, whereas ME does not after 
accounting for the other variable respectively. These conclusions are also evidenced in 
the partial correlations, which indicate that BSE has a much higher correlation with MDA 
level after accounting for ME than does ME after accounting for BSE. From the fitted
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coefficients of ME and BSE, the team estimated the repair efficiencys = P2 / (P 1 + P2 ) 
= 0.989 , remarkably close to 0.99.
Table 1.1. Statistical Results of the MDA Assay (N = 61, R = 0.41, P<0.005). 
Multicollinearity analysis shows that the variance inflation factor (VIF) = 1.199, and 
condition index = 1.541, so the independent variables (the mass residuals of ME and
BSE) are not linearly correlated.
Estimated
Coefficients
Estimate P-value 95% CI Partial Correlation
P0 intercept 1.22 x 10-11 1.000 (-1271.1, 1271.1)
P 1 of M E 0.372 0.295 (-0.333, 1.077) 0.137
P2 of BSE 32.608 0.001 (13.295, 51.921) 0.406
The team emphasizes that the preliminary study was simply observational. They 
did NOT control either ME or BSE in the preliminary study. In this project, they propose 
designed manipulative experiments. One of the advantages of taking insects as the model 
animals in this project is that adjusting environmental factors, such as food supply and 
temperature, can cause independent or even inverse variations in metabolic and 
biosynthetic rates (see below). The team will take this advantage, and rear four cohorts of 
animals with 2 levels of ME x 2 levels of BSE. Two levels of ME (or BSE) means that 
ANCOVA would yield p < 0.05 between each cohort using ME (or BSE) as the 
dependent variable, body mass as the covariates, and treatments as fixed factors.
Compared to the observational study, the manipulative experiments proposed here will 
offer better understanding and more direct evidence for the respective effects of 
biosynthesis and metabolism on the cellular damage. Below is a description of the 
methods developed in the team’s laboratories 60,107 that precisely manipulate the rates of 
metabolism and biosynthesis in hornworms by controlling the food supply and 
temperature.
1.2.2. Preliminary Results II. In Figure 1.5. shows that increasing ambient 
temperature from 20 to 30 oC increases metabolic rate of free-fed (AL) larvae by 1.7-fold 
(ANCOVA, F1,131 = 126.31, P < 0.001), and increases growth rate by 2.4-fold 
(ANCOVA, F1,117=118.063, P < 0.001) 60. (Note: Both metabolic and growth rates 
scale with body mass allometrically, so the vertical and horizontal axes in Figures 1.5. 
and 1.6. are in logarithm scales, and the slopes of the lines in logarithmic scales are the 
scaling powers. ANCOVA was performed using body mass as a covariate, and 
temperature as a fixed factor.)
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Figure 1.5. Increasing Ambient Temperatures. Increasing ambient temperature from 20 to 
30oC increases the metabolic and growth rates in free fed (AL) hornworms60,107.
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By changing temperature and food supply we are able to vary the levels of 
metabolic and growth rates in the opposite directions60,107. Figure 1.6. shows that under 
50% FR, higher temperature increases the larval metabolic rate by 1.5-fold (ANCOVA, 
F1,82=69.39, P < 0.001, Figure 1.6.A). However, opposite of what has been observed 
under free feeding (shown in Figure 1.5.), higher temperature under 50% FR decreases 
the larval growth rate by 1.07-fold (ANCOVA, F1,143=10.61, P < 0.001, Figure 1.6 (B)).
0.7
50% FR was given as F = 0.5m , where F and m are the masses of food supply and wet 
larval body respectively 60,107
(B) G row th rate under FR(A) M etabo lic  rate under FR
£  -0.2
30 UC
o r  0-420 C 20 C
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Figure 1.6. Growth Rate Under FR. Under food restriction (FR), high 
temperature increases metabolic rate (A), but decreases growth rate (B), 
opposite of what observed under free feeding 50% FR was given as F = 
0.5m07, where F and m are the masses of food supply and wet larval body
respectively 60, 107
Energy assimilated from food is partitioned between metabolic energy and energy 
deposited in newly synthesized tissues (growth) 72,76,116. When food supply is not limited,
high metabolism boosts biosynthetic rate, leading to high growth rate. The increasing 
energy requirements at high temperature can be met by increasing food intake rate. 
However, under FR, high temperature still increases larval metabolic rate, which then 
inevitably tradeoffs with the energy deposited in new tissue due to the limited food 
supply, and therefore lead to low growth rate 60,81. Combining Figures 1.5. and 1.6., the 
researcher shows that by fine-tuning temperature and food supply, they are able to 
manipulate metabolic and biosynthetic rates separately, and therefore be able to study the 
respective effects of them on cellular damage.
The similar tradeoff between growth and metabolism has been be induced by 
varying food supply level and temperature in other ectothermic species, such as beet 
armyworm larvae130 and locusts131. Combining Figures 1.3. and 1.4., the research shows 
that using this technique the research team is able to manipulate metabolic and 
biosynthetic rates separately, and therefore able to study the respective effects of them on 





Preliminary Results I were observational, because they did NOT control either 
ME or BSE. In this project, the team proposes utilizing manipulative experiments. They 
will rear four cohorts of hornworms and four cohorts of cockroaches with 2 levels of ME 
x 2 levels of BSE (ANCOVA, p < 0.05) by manipulating the ambient temperature and 
food supply level. For hornworms, the protocols have been well developed in their lab60. 
For cockroaches, the team believe that the similar technique will be able to separate ME 
and BSE, because a previous study has shown the success of the technique on locust, a
hemimetabolous species131.
Their hypothesis makes two predictions: 1) when BSE is fixed, significant 
changes in ME will NOT lead to significant changes in cellular damage; and 2) when ME 
is fixed, animals with higher BSE will have higher levels of cellular damage. These 
predictions contradict the conventional belief that cellular damage is strongly influenced 
by metabolic rate. The team will assay MDA (in hornworm), protein carbonyl (both 
species), and strand breakages in mitochondria and nuclear DNA (both species) to 
measure cellular damage. Additionally, they will measure adult lifespan in cockroaches.
In hornworms, the treatments will start on the first day of the final star, and all the 
assays described below will be conducted at three larval development stages: similar body
mass (~5 grams), same age (the 6th day into the final instar), and peak mass before 
pupation. This way the effects of body mass, age, and pre-metamorphism will be taken 
into account. In cockroaches, the treatment will start on the first day of the final instar, 
and the assays of cellular damage will be conducted at two nymphal stages: similar body
mass (~20 mg), same age (the 20 days into the final instar). They will use ANOVA to 
compare the cellular indexes at the same development stage.
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2.1. SEPARATING DIFFERENT LEVELS OF BSE AND ME
To change the model organisms’ biosynthetic and metabolic energy rates, two 
cohorts with 2 levels of ME X 2 levels of BSE will be produced by manipulating the 
ambient temperature and food supply. The cohorts will be as follows: Ad libitum (AL) 
and food restriction (FR) x High temperature (HT) and Low temperature (LT). The 
higher temperatures designate a higher metabolism whereas a lower temperature will 
induce the opposite effect. The free-feeding groups will be able to grow as much as 
possible whereas the food restricted groups will have a smaller biosynthetic energy rate.
2.1.1. Food Supply, Growth Rate and BSE. The research group will rear free- 
fed (AL) hornworms from eggs. On the first day of the 5th instar, the hornworms will be 
randomly transferred to one of the following four cohorts, each with 25 individuals: LAL, 
HAL, LFR, HFR. Biosynthetic energy (BSE) will be estimated as the body mass gain 
during the experiment multiplied by the energy required to synthesize one gram of tissue 
in hornworms (Em = 168 Joules/gram of wet mass, estimated by Sears et al115 and 
confirmed in the team’s lab). All the larvae will be sacrificed for tissue sampling and 
cellular damage assay at the end of the experimental period.
For cockroaches, the team will develop the similar protocols to induce 2 levels of 
ME X 2 levels of BSE. Each group will consist of 25 cockroaches. The treatment will 
start on the first day of the final instar. The value of Em (energy required to synthesize 
one gram of tissue) in cockroach is unknown. They will employ the well-developed
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method to estimate it BSE 59,143,144 The team will measure the rates of metabolism and 
growth of 25 individuals three times a week over the experimental period, and regress 
both rates on body mass at the age of measurements. Then, they will calculate the mass 
residuals of both rates in each animal. The confounding effect of body mass on these rates 
will be removed, and the value of Em will then be estimated by regressing the mass 
residuals of metabolic rate on the mass residuals of growth rate 59,143,144
2.1.2. Metabolic Rate (MR) and ME. For hornworms, MR will be measured 
every day using Sable System (Las Vegas, U.S.A.) gas analyzers in a temperature- 
controlled chamber. Exchange rates of CO2 and O2 will be measured for each animal over 
5-min intervals at two different times of the day. The daily MR will be calculated as the 
average during these two intervals, and will be converted from CO2 rate, based on the 
respiratory quotient122. Metabolic energy (ME in Joules) will be estimated as the sum of 
the daily average values over the experimental period.
For cockroach, the same technique will be employed. The respirometry of each 
group of three will be conducted two times a week over the experimental period.
2.2. OXIDATIVE STRESS DAMAGE BIOMARKERS
Multiple biomarkers can be used for measuring oxidative stress damage between 
the cohorts. The main three biomarkers used in this study will be lipid peroxidation, 
protein carbonyls and DNA strand breakage.
2.2.1. Malondialdehyde (MDA). The team has modified the standard 
protocols8,113,45. Hemolymph from hornworms will be collected at the end of the 
experiments. They will use high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) with
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Alltima C18 column to assay the total plasma MDA (protein-bound plus free). The assay 
depends on the formation of adducts between MDA and thiobarbituric acid (TBA) under 
heat. Butylated hydroxytoluene, an antioxidant, will be added to avoid the artificial 
formation of MDA during the preparation 113. The fluorescence detector wavelength will 
be set as 515 nm (excitation) and 553 nm (emission). The sample run is roughly seven 
minutes and the retention time of MDA-TBA is around 2.5 minutes.
2.2.2. Protein Carbonyl. The protocols126,127 have also been modified based on 
spectrophotometric measurement of 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine (DNPH) derivatives of 
protein carbonyls. In hornworms, they will take samples of midgut tissue, and in 
cockroach, the team will take samples from grinded head and body. Tissues will be 
homogenized in potassium phosphate buffer, and then streptomycin sulfate will be used 
to remove nucleic acid 128,129. Protein pellets will react with DNPH in HCl. The pellet will 
be resuspended in guanidine hydrochloride.
The absorbance is measured at 370 nm and expressed in nmol/mg protein. Protein 
carbonyl values will be corrected for the interfering substances by subtracting the 
absorbance of controls without DNPH from absorbance of samples with DNPH. Protein 
concentration in the sample will be quantified by bovine serum albumin (BSA) standard 
curve using Bio-rad protein quantification method absorption at 595 nm. The absorbance 
will be expressed in nmol/mg protein.
2.2.3. DNA Strand Breakage. The comet assay will be performed using the 
Trevigen’s comet assay kit. At the end of the experiments, the midgut tissue from 
hornworms, and head and whole-body tissue from cockroaches will be transferred to a 
homogenizer and RIPA buffer will be added. The homogenized tissues will be mixed
with molten agarose, and 75 ul of this mixture will be immediately applied to a glass 
slide. The slide will be immersed in an alkaline solution to denature the DNA and will be 
placed on a horizontal electrophoresis unit. Electrophoresis will be conducted at 27 V for
40 min at 4oC in the dark. The slide will then be washed with distilled water and 
immersed in ethanol for 5 min. After the slide is air dried, SYBR Gold I working solution 
will be applied to each circle of dried agarose.
2.2.4. Adult Lifespan. Assuming that cellular damages accumulated during the 
nymph stage will affect the adult traits, the research team predicts that lower BSE will 
extend lifespan, whereas varying ME with a fixed BSE will have insignificant effect on 
longevity. The team will rear 50 cockroaches in each treatment group and record how 
long they live.
In overview, the team will focus on (1) developing the protocols to assay DNA 
damage in both species; (2) measuring the basic physiological traits of cockroaches (rates 
of food consumption, growth, and metabolism at different temperatures), especially the 
value of Em of this species (the energy required to synthesize one unit of biomass); and 
(3) most importantly, developing the protocols to separate the rates of metabolism and 
growth in cockroaches, and produce cohorts with 2 levels of ME x 2 levels of BSE, 
similar to the hornworm data shown in Figures 1.5. and 1.6. The recording of the adult 
lifespan of cockroaches will start after such protocols are developed.
Numerous studies have shown that increasing temperature causes high cellular 
damage and shortens lifespan in both ectotherms 84-87,119-121 and endotherms 88,89 under 
free feeding conditions. Consequently, it is possible that the high damage levels observed 
in this project are caused by high temperature. Yet, the design of their experiments
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excludes this confounding effect of temperature. Vertically in Table 2.1, the cohorts with 
high SE reared at low temperature are predicted to have higher damage level than the one 
with low SE reared at high temperatures. Horizontally, the cohorts are predicted to have 
the similar damage levels regardless of what temperature they are reared at.
Table 2.1. Summary of Strategies to Produce Four Larval Cohorts (2 ME X 2 SE).
Low metabolic energy 
(LME)
High metabolic energy 
(HME)













Data on ME, SE, cellular damages (MDA and protein carbonyl), and body mass 
on the 6th day (M) will be acquired from every individual in all the cohorts. Since ME 
and SE are both quantitative variables and will vary with body mass M within their 
respective cohorts, a multiple linear regression analysis will be employed to model their 
relationship with damage level (DAM). There will also exist body mass variations within 
and across the food-temperature cohorts. To compare the damage levels of caterpillars
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with different body masses, we need to remove the confounding effect of body mass. To 
do so, the mass residuals of damage (DAM), ME, and SE will need to estimated as 
described in the preliminary results, and regress the mass residuals of DAM on the mass 
residuals of ME, SE, and their interaction. This results in the fitted model:
DAMres =  +  fl x  MEr s  + X SE ̂  *  (ME X SE)res (5)
where p0, p  , p2, and p2 are estimated regression coefficients, and the subscript “res” 
denotes “residual.” The design of the experiments will allow the effective testing of a 
potential interaction between ME and SE while also reducing potential correlation 
between these variables, thereby better enabling us to separate the effects of biosynthesis 
and metabolism. Working with this model of residual values is similar to accounting for 
the mass variations by performing a regression of original damage level (without taking 
residuals) on the original ME, SE, MExSE, and body mass as covariates. However, 
using the model of residual values allows us to view DAMres, MEres, SEres, and MExSEres 
as mass-adjusted values of DAM, ME, SE, and MExSE while taking the effects of body 
mass variations into account.
It will be of primary interest to test for a significant interaction. The interaction 
will allow us to determine if the rate of change in DAMres level for MEres depends on the 
SEres level (and vice versa). To understand the test, consider fixing SEres at a certain level 
and investigating the relationship between DAMres and MEres using the model in Equation
4. The intercept can be written as p0 + p2 x SEres and the slope for MEres would be pl + p2 x 
SEres. Testing for significant interaction (if p2 = 0) is equivalent to testing if the slope of 
MEres depends on the value of SEres. If the interaction is not significant ( p2 = 0), then the 
estimated slope of MEres is pl regardless of the SEres value, and we can test the main
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effects of SEres and MEres separately. However, if  the interaction is significant, then the 
slope of MEres depends on the SEres value. Further, when A is positive (higher values of 
MEres associated with higher DAMres) as seen previous studies, the sign of A3 indicates 
the direction of the effect of SEres on the slope of MEres.
To illustrate the effectiveness of this model in helping determine the nature of the 
relationship of MEres and SEres to DAMres, consider selecting a high and a low value of 
SEres based on averages of the HSE and LSE groups in Table 2.1. Figure 2.1. shows an 
interaction plot to highlight possibilities of how the difference between high and low 
SEres could change the regression line of DAMres on MEres. If there is no interaction, the 
slopes of the two lines will be the same (Figures 2.1.A and 2.1 .B) and SEres and MEres can 
be interpreted separately. In Figure 2.1.A, DAMres level is increased for high SEres levels, 
but MEres does not influence DAMres level, whereas in Figure 2.1B, DAMres is increased 
for high levels of both SEres and MEres. If there is an interaction, the lines will not be 
parallel (Figure 2.1.C and 2.1.D) and SEres and MEres cannot be discussed separately. In 
Figure 2.1C, DAMres are increased for high levels of MEres in high levels of SEres, but the 
MEres does not influence DAMres level in low levels of SEres ( /33 would be positive). The 
reverse is true in Figure 2.1.D where DAMres are increased for high levels of MEres in low 
levels of SEres, but the MEres does not influence DAMres level in high levels of SE res ( A 
would be negative). The investigators will also check all appropriate assumptions for the 
multiple linear regression model.
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Figure 2.1. Interaction Plot of DAMres Level Verses MEres for a High SEres (HSE) and 
Low SEres (LSE). A high MEres (HME) and low MEres (LME) are also chosen for 
illustrative purposes. Parallel lines (A and B) are indicative of no interaction, whereas 
lines that are not parallel (C and D) indicate interaction.
2.4. ASSESSMENT, POTENTIAL PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS
The research group hypothesizes that variations in SEres are the major cause of 
variations in DAMres level, and the significant effects of SEres will obscure the effects of 
MEres, so that MEres has only a negligible impact. Thus, if  a pattern similar to Figure
2.1. A is observed, their hypothesis will be validated, whereas a pattern similar to Figures
2.1. B or 2.1.C will prove their hypothesis wrong. If a pattern in Figure 2.1.D is observed, 
however, the hypothesis is not completely disapproved. It is possible that the effect of 
MEres is relatively significant at low levels of SEres, and when SEres is high, the impact of 
variations in MEres is insignificant, i.e., results similar to Figure 2.1.D. In that case, the 
researchers will conduct extra experiments at medium levels of SEres (MSE) and employ 
the same model in Equation 4. They predict that the slope of the line will become 
shallower as the level of SEres increases (Figure 2.2.), indicating that the impact of 
metabolic energy (MEres) on DAMres level diminishes when synthetic energy (SEres) gets 
higher. (MEres) on DAMres level diminishes when synthetic energy (SEres) gets higher.
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Figure 2.2. Possible Result of Experiments at Three Levels of SEres.
Food restriction (FR) without malnutrition extends the lifespan of a diversity of 
organisms, while keeping them in a relatively healthy state, delaying a wide spectrum of 
age-related diseases and enhancing the resistance to oxidative stresses 44,45,79,80. Many 
studies have revealed that the beneficial effects of FR can be attributed to the energy 
tradeoffs between biosynthesis, metabolism and somatic maintenance, including cellular 
damage repairing 8,13,14,19,66,71,73,75 Recently, the research group has developed a 
quantitative and predictive model for understanding the beneficial effects of FR19,73,75. 
When animals are fed ad libitum (AL) the energy assimilated from food (black framed 
box in Figure 2.3.A) is partitioned between the metabolic energy (red framed box) and 
energy deposited in the new biomass (green framed box). The metabolic energy is further 
partitioned between activities, biosynthesis, and maintaining existing biomass. The 
energy deposited in the new biomass is the combustion energy content of tissues, whereas 
the energy for biosynthesis is the metabolic work to synthesize the new biomass, i.e., the 
indirect cost of growth. These two energy costs of new biomass are proportional to each
other72,75,76
When animals are under food restriction (FR) (Figure 2.3.B), the total energy 
from food decreases (black framed box). If the metabolic rate (MR, red framed box) and 
level of activities remain roughly unchanged, as shown in many studies70,95, then the 
deposition in new biomass (green framed box) must be suppressed. As emphasized 
above, the energy deposition in new biomass is proportional to the biosynthetic energy 
(blue framed box). When there is not as much new biomass to be synthesized, the 
synthetic cost decreases too. Again, if  the metabolism and activity level remain the same, 
the decreased biosynthetic cost means more energy for maintenance (light yellow box), 
and less accumulated damage. As a result of enhanced maintenance, the lifespan of the 
organism is extended.
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Figure 2.3. Partitioning Energy in AL and FR Animals 
(All the quantities are mass-specific).
This model made a series of quantitative and testable predictions, which are 
strongly supported by the empirical date 19. One of the predictions is that under FR, 
lifespan extension after correcting for metabolic rates ( Bo FRM FR 1/4LSFR -  B0M  1/4L S ) is 
linearly proportional to growth reduction induced by FR, (M / MFR -1), where LSfr and 
LS are lifespans, Mfr and M are body masses, and Bo,fr and B0 are metabolic scaling 
normalization coefficients of animals under FR and free feeding respectively. If FR does 
not induce changes in metabolic rate, as seen in many studies on laboratory mammals, 
then Bo, fr = Bo. Empirical data from more than 200 FR studies on rodents strongly 
support the quantitative predictions 19. Figure 2.4. shows one example of the empirical 
supports from studies on mice, in which growth reduction (x-axis) explains 82% of the 
lifespan extension (y-axis) by FR.
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Figure 2.4. Lifespan Extension by FR is Proportional to Growth Reduction in Mice. Data 
collection and model development are available in Ref (19).
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However, as shown in Figure 2.3.C, if  metabolic rate is lowered in FR animals, 
as seen in some studies60,102, then the suppression of growth will be diminished, or even 
reversed—in Figure 2.3.C, metabolic rate (MR, red framed box) is smaller than those in 
Figures 2.3.A and 2.3.B, and the deposition in new biomass (green framed box) is larger 
than that in Figure 2.3.B. Consequently, biosynthesis (blue framed box) will increase, and 
the enhancement of maintenance by FR will be weakened inevitably. Recent studies on 
several ectotherms 60,130,131 have shown that lowering temperature (and metabolic rate) 
under FR leads to faster growth (an example shown in Figure 1.6.). It is widely believed 
that lowering metabolic rate presumably will decrease the production of reactive 
oxidative species and cellular damage. However, the hypothesis (Equation 1) suggests 
that variation in metabolic rate only has a minimal impact on cellular damage, and 
variation in biosynthetic rate is the major cause of the variation in damage. Thus, it is 
predicted that lowering metabolic rate under FR, which will induce faster growth, will 
undermine the protective effects of FR. Note: the prediction holds, even if activity level 
changes under FR: E.g., increased activity level will increase total metabolic rate, and 
growth will be further suppressed. Thus, if  metabolic rate increases, regardless its causes 
(e.g., activity or temperature), the protective effects of FR will be enhanced.
2.5. OBJECTIVE II EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Turkestan cockroaches will be grouped together in sets of two or three to help the 
roaches to grow at a regular rate since they need social contact to grow correctly. There 
will be a total of twenty groups for each cohort. And in each cohort, metabolic rate will
be measured weekly. Forty roaches at different nymphal and adult ages will be used for 
measurement of growth rate. Lifespan will be measured for forty roaches in each cohort.
2.5.1. Metabolic Rate (MR). Carbon dioxide expiration rate will be used to 
measure the metabolic rate in B. lateralis. The group has established a protocol to 
measure CO2 using the Sable System CO2 Analyzer. The roaches will be transferred out 
of their groups into 80 mL syringes with a piece of water crystal to keep them hydrated 
and placed within the incubator to be attached to the multiplexer and CO2 analyzer. Their 
CO2 output will be measured six times.
2.5.2. Growth Rate (BSE). The growth rate of B. lateralis will be firstly 
evaluated with the simple observations and initial weighing of the group. In the presence 
of food, B. lateralis develops through five larval stages (L1, L2, L3, L4, and L5) to 
adults. The roaches will be weighed biweekly along with the amount of food they 
consume over the period of 3 to 4 days. Turkestan roaches mature at approximately 4 
months but grow very quickly.
2.5.3. Cellular Damages. The researchers will measure lipid peroxidation and 
protein carbonyl to measure for cellular damage. Their hypothesis makes two predictions: 
(1) For the AL cohorts, the one reared at low temperature (LT) has lower damage than 
the one reared at high temperature (HT), but under FR the differences in damage levels 
between the cohorts at LT and HT will be reduced or even reversed; and (2) for the 
cohorts at HT, the FR cohort has lower damage than the AL cohort, but LT will reduce 
the differences in the damage levels between FR and AL cohorts.
2.5.3.1. Lipid peroxidation. The group will assay the thiobarbituric acid reactive 
substances (TBARS) level in adult roaches in each cohort as an index of lipid
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peroxidation by following the published protocols 135. TBARS are products of the 
oxidative degradation of polyunsaturated fatty acids and are widely used to indicate the 
presence of oxidative stress. The measurement of TBARS has previously correlated well 
with other methods of assessing oxidative stress.
2.5.3.2. Protein carbonyl assay. A similar approach will be used to harvest four 
cohorts of adults to measure protein carbonyl whose accumulation is an indicator of 
oxidative damage to proteins during aging 136. The OxyBlot Protein Oxidation Detection 
Kit (EMD Millipore) will be used to determine the protein carbonyl levels 137 This kit can 
detect as little as 5 femtomoles of carbonyl residue. Briefly, the roaches will be 
centrifuged, subjected to liquid nitrogen freeze-thaw cycle and homogenized in a lysis 
buffer. The homogenization will be centrifuged, and the supernatant will be diluted to a 
protein concentration of 10 p,g/mL. The carbonyl concentration in the supernatant will be 
measured by following the manufacture’s protocol. The carbonylated protein will be 
visualized on autoradiographic film using the ECL Advance chemiluminescence 
detection system (Amersham). The film will be pictured using Molecular Imager 
VersaDoc (Bio-Rad) and the relative values of protein carbonyl will be quantitated with 
Image J software 138.
2.5.4. Adult Lifespan and Locomotion Ability of B. lateralis. Assuming that 
cellular damages accumulated during the larval stage will affect the adult traits, it is 
predicted that FR roaches reared at higher temperature will have longer adult lifespan and 
better locomotion ability. As the roaches age, the locomotion decreases, similar to 
mammalian sarcopenia and frailty139,140. The cohorts of roaches fed with AL and FR food 
will be reared in petri dishes with water crystals and high- and low-protein food,
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respectively. The survival of 100 adults from each cohort will be evaluated. This is a 
sentence to take up space.
2.5.5. Data Analysis and Assessment. Data analysis in Objective 2 is 
straightforward. The data on rates of growth and metabolism and cellular damage of B. 
lateralis can only be obtained as average values of a certain food-temperature cohort.
This is different from the data analysis in Objective 1, in which each rate and damage 
index will be measured in every individual hornworm, so that multiple linear regressions 
will be employed to quantitatively test the theoretical model (Equation 1). In Objective 2, 
first, the average values of metabolic and growth rate between the food-temperature 
cohorts will be compared. Both rates will be reported as body volume-specific values.
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN CHANGES
The experimental design was based off preliminary findings from observational 
experiments and a theoretical model of M. sexta, a holometabolous insect. Though a 
hemimetabolous insect model was added, the protocols established by the researchers had 
to be modified due to the differences in the samples types. The B. lateralis data was 
unable to be used for the thesis project due discrepancies due to protocols and time. The 
lab was able to successfully modify the protocol to be utilized in future endeavors.
3.2. ANIMAL REAR AND FOOD SUPPLY LEVELS
As stated before, free-fed (AL) hornworms were reared from eggs. On the first 
day of the 5th instar, the hornworms were randomly transferred into one of the following 
cohorts, each with 25 individuals: Ad libitum (AL) and food restriction (FR) x High 
temperature (HT) and Low temperature (LT). When hornworms are free fed, increasing 
the temperature increases both metabolic and growth rates. However, when the food 
supply is limited, there is a tradeoff between growth and metabolism. Under food 
restriction (FR), high temperature increases metabolic rate, but decreases growth rate, as 
opposed to what was observed under free feeding (M. B. Hayes et al., 2014). The 
differences in ambient temperature and diet induced variations in metabolic energy (ME) 
and biosynthetic energy (BSE).
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3.3. BSE SPENT DURING THE EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD
Biosynthetic energy (BSE) will be estimated as the body mass gain during the 
experiment multiplied by the energy required to synthesize one gram of tissue in
hornworms (Em = 168 Joules/gram of wet mass, estimated by Sears et al115 and 
confirmed in the team’s lab). All the larvae will be sacrificed for tissue sampling and 
cellular damage assays at the end of the experimental period.
3.4. ME SPENT DURING THE EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD
For hornworms, MR will be measured every day using Sable System (Las Vegas, 
U.S.A.) gas analyzers in a temperature-controlled chamber. Exchange rates of CO2 and 
O2 will be measured for each animal over 5-min intervals every day for five days. The 
daily MR will be calculated as the average during these two intervals, and will be 
converted from CO2 rate, based on the respiratory quotient122. Metabolic energy (ME in 
Joules) will be estimated as the sum o f the daily average values over the experimental 
period.
3.5. PROTEIN CARBONYL ASSAY
They have also modified the protocols126,127 based on spectrophotometric 
measurement of 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine (DNPH) derivatives of protein carbonyls. In 
hornworms, they will take samples of midgut and body tissues. Tissues will be 
homogenized in potassium phosphate buffer, and then streptomycin sulfate will be used
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to remove nucleic acid 128,129. Protein pellets will react with DNPH in HCl. The pellet will 
be resuspended in guanidine hydrochloride.
The absorbance is measured at 370 nm and expressed in nmol/mg protein. Protein 
carbonyl values will be corrected for the interfering substances by subtracting the 
absorbance of controls without DNPH from absorbance of samples with DNPH. Protein 
concentration in the sample will be quantified by bovine serum albumin (BSA) standard 
curve using Bio-Rad protein quantification method absorption at 595 nm. The absorbance 




The protein carbonyl assay showed that although there was damage in each of the 
cohort there was no significant difference between them (Figure 4.1. and 4.2.). The only 
significant differences were between the midgut tissue of the LAL and LFR cohorts and 
between the body tissue of LAL and HAL cohorts (P<0.05). The treatments did not 
induce any significant difference in damage levels when using protein carbonyl as a 










Figure 4.1. Means and Errors of Protein Carbonyl Assay -  Overall. Means and errors of 
the protein carbonyl in each cohort (nmol/mg). Results are displayed as mean ± SD. MG 
denoted midgut tissue whereas B denoted body tissue samples.
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Figure 4.2. Means and Errors of Protein Carbonyl Assay -  Each Cohort. Means and 
errors of the protein carbonyl in each cohort (nmol/mg): (A) Low temperature, ad libitum, 
(B) High temperature, ad libitum, (C) Low temperature, food restriction, and (D) high 
temperature, food restriction. Results are displayed as mean ± SD. MG denoted midgut 
tissue whereas B denoted body tissue samples.
4.2. METABOLIC AND BIOSYNTHETIC RATES
A between-group analysis was conducted to determine if there were any 
differences in the slopes of the ME, as well as the slopes for BSE, between the four 
experimental groups. For the metabolic rates, the log CO2 and log mass were checked for 
group interaction whereas for the biosynthetic rates, the log growth and log mass were 
checked for group interaction. If  the interaction was significant, it can be denoted that the
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slopes are not parallel. For example, the significance G*M interaction between HAL and 
LFR was 0.847 meaning that there is no crossover. The significance of each group can 
be seen in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.
Table 4.1. Significance of G*M Interaction Plot - Log Mass v Log CO2.




HFR 0.002 0.114 0.120
Table 4.2. Significance of G*M Interaction for Log Mass v Log Growth.




HFR 0.580 0.044 0.730
Between groups, the only two cohorts comparisons whose G*M interaction was 
not significant when looking at log mass and log CO2 was between HAL and LFR, and 
between HAL and HFR. When looking at the log mass and log growth for G*M 
interaction between groups, surprisingly the HAL and LFR comparison as well as the 
HAL and HFR comparison were the only two of significant interaction meaning they are 
crossover. Yet, when the G*M interaction is removed, all of the between groups 
significance with the exception between LFR and LAL, and HFR and HAL (ANCOVA, 
P<0.05.) The F-values and P-values can be found in Tables 4.3 and 4.4.
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Table 4.3. Significance Between Groups - Log Mass v Log CO2.
CO2 LAL HAL LFR HFR
LAL
F(1, 177) = 41.823 
P<0.000
F(1, 240) = 2.112 
P>0.050
F(1, 203) = 12.705 
P< 0.000
HAL
F(1, 210) = 55.258 
P< 0.000
F(1, 173) = 0.836 
P> 0.050
LFR




Afterwards, the slopes of the groups were found and graphed. See Table 4.5., 
Figure 4.3., and Figure 4.4.
Table 4.4. Significance Between Groups - Log Mass v Log Growth.
Growth LAL HAL LFR HFR
LAL F(1, 128) = 14.315 P< 0.000
F(1, 185) = 24.596 
P< 0.000
F(1, 151) = 38.427 
P< 0.000
HAL F(1, 160) = 119.249 P< 0.000
F(1, 126) = 138.194 
P< 0.000
LFR F(1, 183) = 15.379 P< 0.000
HFR
Table 4.5. Linear Regression Equations.
Cohort Metabolic Equation Growth Equation
LAL Y = 1.095*X - 2.098, R2 = 0.6648 Y = 0.7130*X - 0.3391, R2 = 0.3916
HAL Y = 0.6452*X - 1.698, R2 = 0.5853 Y = 0.3163*X - 0.04685, R2 = 0.1546
LFR Y = 0.6663*X - 1.928, R2 = 0.3299 Y = 0.6849*X - 0.5126, R2 = 0.4877
HFR Y = 0.2893*X - 1.602, R2 = 0.04244 Y = 0.7659*X - 0.6513, R2 = 0.3096
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Figure 4.3. Log Mass v Log CO2.
Figure 4.4. Log Mass v Log Growth.
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PAPER
I. THE EXTREMELY LOW ENERGY COST OF BIOSYNTHESIS IN A 
HOLOMETABOLOUS INSECT SPECIES COMPARED WITH A 
HEMIMETABOLOUS SPECIES
ABSTRACT
The metabolic cost of growth, which quantifies the amount of energy required to 
synthesize a unit of biomass, is an important component of animal’s ontogenetic energy 
budget. Here we compare this quantity as well as other energy budget variables of two 
insect species with different life histories, Vanessa cardui caterpillars (painted lady 
butterfly), a holometabolous species, and Blatta lateralis nymphs (Turkestan cockroach), 
a hemimetabolous species. We found that the growth rate of the caterpillars is about 20­
fold that of cockroaches, and the energy allocated to growth in caterpillar is twofold that 
of the cockroaches. However, the metabolic cost of growth in the caterpillar is only about 
630 Joules/gram of dry mass, 1/10 that of cockroaches (6090 Joules/gram of dry mass), 
which explains the high growth rate of the caterpillars.
The metabolic cost of growth in cockroaches is similar to that of other species 
from previous studies, but the value of caterpillars is 8-35 times lower. Our results 
suggest that the extremely low cost of growth in the caterpillar may not be attributed to 
its body composition, diet composition, or body size. To explain the “cheap price” of 
growth in the caterpillars, we assume that a high energy cost for biosynthesis results in a
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high “quality 2 “of cells, including less errors during biosynthesis and a higher resistance 
to stressors. Considering the life history of the butterfly, i.e., tissue disintegration during 
metamorphosis and a short developmental period and lifespan, we hypothesize that an 
energy budget that allocates a large amount of energy to biosynthesizing high quality 




Animals’ growth is fueled by metabolic energy. Growth rate (body mass gain per 
unit time) and metabolic rate (energy consumption per unit time) are positively 
correlated. But, the correlation is not linear, and is complicated by two factors: the energy 
allocation to growth and the metabolic cost of growth. The typical energy budget model 
illustrates the complication (Wieser, 1994, West et al., 2001, Hou et al., 2008):
B =  EmG +  Bma  (1)
where B and Bm,a are the metabolic rate and the rate of energy allocated to maintenance 
and activity respectively, both in unit of energy/time; G is the growth rate (mass/time); 
and Em is the metabolic cost of growth, quantifying the amount of metabolic energy 
required to synthesize one unit of biomass, which is also called the “indirect cost of 
growth” (Brody, 1945, Wieser, 1994, Moses et al., 2008). Equation 1 partitions metabolic 
energy between the energy spent on biosynthesis, EmG, and the energy allocated to 
maintenance and activity, Bm,a. For a given metabolic rate, growth rate depends on (1) 
the amount of energy allocated to growth; and (2) the value of Em. For a given fraction of 
B allocated to growth, a smaller Em (cheaper growth) would lead to a higher G (faster 
growth).
The importance of the metabolic cost of growth, Em, has been highlighted since 
the era of Rubner (Rubner, 1908) and Brody (Brody, 1945). Because it is equivalent to 
the efficiency of production and related to the economic profit in animal husbandry and 
fishery, most of the studies of Em focused on agricultural and aquacultural animals (e.g., 
(Brody, 1945, Rattray et al., 1974, Webster et al., 1976, Lupatsch et al., 2003), but see 
(Peterson et al., 1999, B. L. Bayne, 1999)). Surprisingly less effort has been made to
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investigate the values of Em in insects, despite its significance in physiology and ecology 
(Brody, 1945, Ricklefs, 1974, Vleck & Vleck, 1987, Wieser, 1994, Konarzewski, 1995, 
Peterson et al., 1999, Kooijman, 2010). Moreover, some of the existing studies on insects 
suffer from a conceptual flaw (e.g., (Booth & Kiddell, 2007, Sears et al., 2012). The 
authors of those studies simplified the energy budget model, Equation 1, as B = Em G, 
assuming the energy allocated to maintenance and activity is negligible in developing 
insects, and therefore overestimated the value of Em of insects.
In the seminal review (Wieser, 1994), Wieser concluded that the “consensus 
value” of Em is about 7.2 Kilojoules/gram of dry body mass (KJ/gdbm) for a wide range 
of organisms, assuming one gram of dry tissue contains 22 Kilojoules of combustion 
energy. This value means that it takes one unit of metabolic energy to deposit three 
(~7.2:22) units of combustion energy in dry body tissue, which agrees with the value 
estimated by Ricklefs (Ricklefs, 1974). Based on the argument that Em is a fundamental 
biochemical property of cells (Calow, 1977, Morowitz, 1978), some theoretical studies 
treated it as a constant across species (e.g., (West et al., 2001)). Previous comparative 
studies, which employed the energy budget Equation 1, or the equivalent forms, have 
found Em varying within relatively narrow ranges inter-specifically (e.g., see (Wieser, 
1994, B. L. Bayne, 1999, Lupatsch et al., 2003)). However, most of these studies 
investigated closely related species with similar life histories. As Equation 1 suggests, the 
difference between the growth rates of species may stem from the differences in 
metabolic rate, in energy allocation, in the value of Em, or in the combinations of them. 
Thus, comparison made between species with different life histories may reveal a larger
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variation in Em than previously reported and may reveal the detailed differences in energy 
allocation strategies.
The purpose of this study is to apply Equation 1 to compare the ontogenetic 
energy budgets as well as the values of Em of two insect species with very different life 
histories. Vanessa cardui (painted lady butterfly) is holometabolous. It finishes its life 
cycle in 5~6 weeks with a ~2-week long larval stage. In contrast, Blatta lateralis 
(Turkestan cockroach) is hemimetabolous. It lives up to 2 years and the nymphal stage 
ranges from 100 to 200 days (Kim & Rust, 2013). Unlike previous studies on insect 
energy budget, we do not treat the maintenance and activity costs as negligible. Instead, 
we follow the previous models (Peterson et al., 1999, Jobling, 1985), and assume that the 
term of Bm,a scales with body mass M as BMA = aM b. Equation 1 thus becomes 
B =  EmG + aM b (2)
With the empirical inputs of B, G, and M, the nonlinear regression of Equation 2 
yields the values of the parameters, Em, a, and b (Peterson et al., 1999). Note, this model 
assumes that Em is a constant over ontogeny and is independent of growth rate, G, and 
maintenance term, Bm,a. Hou (2014) suggested that, at least in some mammals, Em 
increases as animals grow. Wieser (1994) also pointed out that Em may vary, depending 
on the energy allocated to maintenance during ontogeny. As the primary purpose of this 
study is to compare the costs of growth between two species, the variation of Em over 
ontogeny within one species, if  existing in insects, becomes secondary. Thus, the values 
of the parameters obtained from the non-linear regression of Equation 2 can be 
considered the average over the period of measurements.
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. ANIMAL REAR, FOOD SUPPLIES AND GROWTH RATE
Thirty butterfly caterpillars and approximately 60 cockroach nymphs were reared 
at 25±1 oC on a long day cycle (17 hours light: 7 hours dark). Caterpillars were fed ad 
libitum with sucrose and protein-based diet (Carolina Biological Supply, NC. 80% 
moisture; per unit of dry food has 13%~15% of protein content and negligible amount of 
lipid content). Cockroaches were supplied with Wardley Pond Pellets (Hartz Mountain 
Corp., Secaucus, NJ; the protein and lipid contents of the dry mass are 33% and 5.5%, 
respectively). Water supply was unlimited. The body mass of each caterpillar was 
measured to the nearest 0.1 mg using a digital microbalance (Perkin-Elmer AD6) at 
approximate the same time every day from the first to the last day of the final instar (the 
5th instar), which usually lasts four or five days. It is statistically convenient to compare 
the energetics o f  growth between these two species within a similar body size range. 
Thus, the body mass o f  cockroaches was measured from the third instar to the fifth instar 
with an interval o f  two weeks in between measurements.
2.2. RESPIROMETRY
The same method described in our previous publication was used to measure the 
metabolic rate of caterpillars and cockroach nymphs (Hayes et al., 2014). For caterpillars, 
the rates of CO2 production, VCOz, of each animal was measured for 7-10 minutes time 
interval every day using Sable System International (Las Vegas, U.S.A.) CA-10 CO2 
analyzer (incurrent flow-through respirometry). During the trials, temperature was
controlled at 25 oC using a PELT5 temperature controller (SSI) that housed the 
respirometry chambers. Respirometry chambers for both species were 60-cc syringe 
barrels fitted with rubber stoppers and connected to inlet and outlet tubing. CO2 
production rate, VC02, in unit of ml/min, was calculated as VC02 = FR * [C02]/100 , 
where FR is the flow rate, set at 50 ml/min, and [CO2] is the concentration of CO2 in the 
respirometry chamber (Lighton, 2008). Our previous unpublished data suggest that of 
VCOz cockroaches varies considerably at different time of the day, and therefore the results 
from a short measurement period, e.g., 7~10 minutes, are not sufficient to represent the 
metabolic rate of cockroaches. Thus, we performed respirometry on each cockroach for a 
24-hour period. The method is the same as described above, except that the air flow rate 
was set at 25 ml/min due to the low metabolic rate of cockroaches. During the 
respirometry, both species had access to food and water, and the light cycle was kept 
same as 17:7 for cockroaches. Metabolic rate (in unit of energy/time) was converted from 
CO2 production rate as 4.98 * Vco2 *4.18, where the factor 4.98 converts the emission 
rate of CO2 (in unit of ml/min) to metabolic rate (calorie/min) (Blaxter, 1989), and the 
factor 4.18 converts calories to joules.
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2.3. BODY COMPOSITION ASSAYS
Sixteen caterpillars and 25 cockroaches with different body sizes, which were not 
included for respirometry, were sacrificed and oven-dried at 65°C for 72 hours to 
determine the dry mass/wet mass ratio. Our previous unpublished data showed that 
roughly 5% of the dry mass of caterpillars is comprised of the food in the midgut. To
accurately estimate the body composition, we rinsed the midgut with distilled water and 
removed the gut content before oven-drying.
Following Foray et al’s modified protein and lipid content assays (Foray et al., 
2012), the proteins and total lipids content in both species were measured in 96-well 
microplates. The insects were dried and crushed into an aqueous lysis buffer to extract 
and quantify their protein content using the Coomassie-Bradford assay. Then a 
chloroform:methanol (1:2 v/v) solution was added to reach the following proportions of 
water, chloroform and methanol (2:5:10 v/v/v) allowing the extraction of total lipids. 
Lastly, the extraction solution is further assayed with van Handel’s methods (Van 
Handel, 1985, Van Handel, 1988). The experiments were carried out on the various 
insects. Each set of insects were considered to have similar levels of nutrients, with each 
of the samples treated individually as well as being randomly assigned to groups. 
Homogenized sample were split into ten groups of 15 mg.
2.3.1. Protein Content Determination. Each sample was placed in a 2-mL 
Eppendorf tube, 180 uL of aqueous lysis buffer solution [100 mM KH2PO4, 1 mM 
dithiothreitol (DTT), and 1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA)] was added, and 
the tube was then vortexed. Each homogenate was subjected to low-spin centrifugation 
(150 g at 4 oC for 10 mins), which allowed gentle sedimentation of cell debris that would 
otherwise alter the clarity of the sample. In accordance with the manufacturer's 
instructions, duplication of 5 uL of each supernatant was transferred into a 96-well 
microplate, together with 250 uL of Coomassie (Bradford) micro-assay reagent (23200, 
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Rockford, IL). Samples were incubated at room temperature 
for at least 15 mins (the protein-dye complex is stable up to 50 mins). Protein
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concentration was determined spectrophotometrically at 595 nm (FLUOstar Omega,
Cary, NC) using a dilution-series of fetal bovine serum albumin dissolved into the same 
buffer as the samples. Before reading, the microplates were gently shaken (3 secs at 10 
Hz) to disrupt protein-dye aggregates.
2.3.2. Lipid Content Determination. To replace the taken supernatant, 10 uL 
of the aqueous lysis buffer was added to the homogenate followed by 20 uL of 20% 
sodium sulfate (Na2SO4, 191444, MP Biomedicals LLC, Solon, OH) to dissolve all the 
carbohydrates and to reach the final solution of 0.2 mL of 2% Na2SO4 (van Handel, 1965; 
van Handel & Day, 1988). This solution was then mixed with 1500 uL of 1:2 v/v 
chloroform-methanol solution to solubilize the total lipids (Van Handel, 1988, Van 
Handel, 1965). After vigorous vortexing, each sample was centrifuged (200 g at 4C for 
15 mins) to remove the glycogen from the supernatant. The total amount of lipids in each 
sample was determined in accordance with the vallinin assay procedure (Van Handel, 
1985) using triolein (122327, MP Biomedicals LLC, Solon, OH) as the standard.
Vanillin reagent was prepared by mixing vanillin (121335, Acros Organics, Pittsburgh, 
PA) with ortho-phosphoric acid 68%, reaching a final concentration of 1.2 g L-1. For the 
assay, 100 ^L of the supernatant was transferred into a glass-coated microplate well 
(60180P304, ThermoScientific, St. Peters, MO) and heated at 80 'C until the solvent was 
completely evaporated. After removing the plate from the bead bath, the plate sat at room 
temperature for 2 minutes before 10 uL of 98% sulphuric acid was added to each well. 
Then the microplate was again incubated at 80 oC for 5 mins. After removing the plate 
from the bead bath, the microplate was cooled on ice for 10 minutes prior to 190 ^L of 
vanillin reagent was added to each well. The plate was homogenized using glass rods,
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incubated at room temperature for 15 min and its absorbance was measured 
spectrophotometrically at 525 nm.
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2.4. DATA ANALYSIS
As described above, we measured the metabolic rate and body mass of each 
caterpillar multiple times with a one-day interval between measurements, and those of 
each cockroach twice with a 2-week interval between measurements. Since dry mass/wet 
mass ratios are independent on body size in both species, we used the empirically derived 
dry/wet mass ratios to estimate the dry mass of each animal on the days of measurements. 
The growth rate of the animals were calculated as the difference of dry body mass 
between two successive measurements. In Equation 2, B =  EmG +  aM b, each growth 
rate over a particular time interval (one day for caterpillars and two weeks for cockroach) 
corresponds to a certain body mass (M) and a certain metabolic rate (B). We took the 
average values of dry body mass and metabolic rate at two successive measurements, and 
then treated the average values as the corresponding values for a particular time interval 
for the regression. The time scale in this study is daily, instead of hourly or weekly. Thus, 
for convenience, the units of metabolic rate and growth rate are presented as Joules/Day 




The dry mass/wet mass ratios of both species are independent on body mass (P = 
0.65 and 0.98 for cockroach and caterpillar respectively, Figure 1A), and the average 
values of the ratios are 31.6±4.6% (N=25) and 16.1±2.6% (N=16) for cockroach and 
caterpillar respectively. The protein content of cockroach and caterpillar dry mass are 
117.7±52.0 |ig/mg (N=28) and 482.7±142.1 |ig/mg (N=11), respectively (Figure 1B). 
The lipid content of cockroach and caterpillar dry mass are 185.9±46.9 |ig/mg (N=15) 
and 130.0±17.5 |ig/mg (N=12), respectively (Figure 1C).
Figure 1. Body Composition of Cockroaches and Butterfly Caterpillars. (A) The ratio of 
dry and wet mass; (B) Protein contents of dry mass; (C) Lipid contents of dry mass.
3.2. GROWTH RATE AND METABOLIC RATE
The dry body mass increase of the cockroaches averages at 1.9%± 1.4% per day. 
The linear regression of growth rate (daily dry body mass gain) on dry body mass yields 
G = 0.0129M (R2 = 0.67, P < 0.001, N = 91, Figure 2A). The average dry mass increase
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of the caterpillars is 39.3%±25.4% per day. The linear regression shows that G = 0.315M 
(R2 = 0.83, P < 0.001, N = 82, Figure 2A).
The metabolic rates (Joules/day) scale with dry mass as B = 1208.3M 111 (R2 = 
0.71, P < 0.001, N = 91, Figure 2B) for cockroaches and B = 2343.3M 0701 (R2 = 0.63, P 
< 0.001, N = 82, Figure 2B) for caterpillars.
Figure 2. Growth Rate (A) and Metabolic Rate (B) of Butterfly Caterpillars and
Cockroaches.
3.3. NONLINEAR REGRESSION OF THE ENERGY BUDGET MODEL
Nonlinear fitting of Equation 2, B = EmG + aM b, with the empirical data of 
metabolic rate (B), growth rate (G), and dry body mass (M ) yields 
B = 6089.7G + 1339.7M1186 for cockroaches (N = 91; R 2 = 0.72), and 
B = 629.4G + 2358.7M 0719 for caterpillars (N = 82; R2 = 0.64).
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The results of the regressions suggest that (1) the values of the metabolic cost of 
growth, Em, are 6089.7 and 629.4 Joules/gdbm for cockroach and caterpillar, 
respectively; and (2) the rate of energy allocated to maintenance and activity (Bm,a) 
scales with body mass as BMA = 1339.7M1186 and BMA = 2358.7M 0719for cockroaches
and caterpillars, respectively.
Using the fitted values of Em and the empirical data of G and B, we estimate the 
percentage of total metabolic energy that is allocated to biosynthesis by calculating the 
ratio EmG / B. On average cockroaches allocate 14.6% ±11.8% of the metabolic energy 
on biosynthesis, and the allocation in caterpillar is 4.4% ±2.8%. In cockroaches, the 
allocation percentage declines with body mass as 0.009M -091 (N = 91, R2 = 0.42, P < 
0.001, Figure 3A), whereas in caterpillar the allocation percentage is roughly a constant 
independent on body mass (N = 82, R2 = 0.007, P = 0.244, Figure 3A).
The metabolic rate (B), growth rate (G), and the rate of energy allocated to 
maintenance and activity (Bm,a) vary with dry body mass (M). The dry body masses of 
the two species are in a similar range, varying from ~0.014 to ~0.15 grams. This allows 
us to take this body mass range and the fitted functions, B(M), G(M), and Bm,a(M) (listed 
in Table 1), to compare the energy budget between cockroach and caterpillar.
The cost of growth (Em) in caterpillars is about 10-fold (=629.4/6089.7) that of 
cockroaches. The growth rate (G, dry body mass gain/day) of caterpillars is 24.4-fold that 
of cockroaches (0.315M / 0.0129M). The energy spent on maintenance and activity in 
caterpillars is 6.3±2.1-fold that of cockroaches (2358.7M0719 / 1339.7M 1186, M  varies 
from 0.014 to 0.15 grams. Figure 3B). The metabolic rate of caterpillars is 5.90±1.68-fold
that of cockroach (B = 2343.3M 0701 / B  = 1208.3M 111 with the body mass range 
0.014~0.15 grams. Figure 3B).
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Figure 3. Comparison of Energy Allocation in Cockroaches and Butterfly Caterpillars. 
(A) Percentage of metabolic energy allocated to biosynthesis as functions of body mass; 
(B) The ratios of metabolic rate (B) and rate of energy allocated to maintenance and 
activity (Bm,a) between butterfly caterpillars and cockroaches.
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4.1. ENERY BUDGETS OF TWO SPECIES
Two surprising findings of our study stand out and are associated with each other. 
First, counterintuitively, the fast-growing butterfly caterpillar was found to allocate less 
of its metabolic energy to biosynthesis (4.4%) compared to the relatively slow-growing 
cockroach (14.6%). However, the caterpillars’ growth rate (dry body mass gain per day) 
is about 20-fold that of the cockroaches. In the Introduction, we explained that 
physiologically, the relatively high growth rate may be associated with a higher 
metabolic rate, a higher energy allocation to growth, a cheaper growth cost, or a 
combination of these factors. Since the metabolic rate of the caterpillars is roughly 6-fold 
that of cockroaches, the energy allocated to biosynthesis in caterpillars is 
6x4.4%/14.6%~2-fold that of cockroaches. Thus, the combination of a high metabolic 
rate and a low allocation to biosynthesis in caterpillars can only explain roughly 2-fold of 
the high growth rate. This highlights the second major finding of this study: the metabolic 
cost of growth is about 10 times lower in caterpillars (629.4 Joules/gdbm) than in 
cockroaches (6089.7 Joules/gdbm). Together with the 2-fold greater energy allocation to 
growth, the 10-fold cheaper cost of growth in caterpillar explains the 20-fold greater 
growth rate.
4.2. LOW COST OF GROWTH OF BUTTERFLY CATERPILLARS: 
COMPARISON WITH OTHER ANIMALS
As an important component of animal energy budget, the metabolic cost of
growth, Em, has been estimated in multiple species. In Table 3, we list the values of Em in
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multiple endothermic and ectothermic species from the studies that employed the energy 
budget model, Equation 2. Note: Several previous studies are excluded in Table 2 for two 
reasons. First, some studies did not include the energy allocation to maintenance and 
activity, B m ,a  (e.g., (Booth & Kiddell, 2007, Sears et al., 2012)), and therefore 
overestimated the cost of growth. Second, instead of using the empirical values, some 
studies assumed an allometric scaling law for total metabolic rate as B  = B0M075 with a 
fixed value of the scaling power, 0.75, and a constant normalization coefficient B0 for a 
given species (e.g., (Moses et al., 2008)). Using the theoretical form of metabolic rate in 
the energy budget model leads to inaccurate estimates of the values of Em.
The values from Wieser 1994 were converted based on the assumption that 1 
^mol oxygen consumption is equivalent to 0.45 Joules of energy. For trout, bream, bass, 
and grouper, the authors reported the amount of digestible energy from food that is 
required to deposit one gram of dry body mass. This value, denoted as y here, is related 
to, but different than, Em, because it includes the combustion energy content in the dry 
body mass. Thus, Em was estimated as y -  22 KJ/gdbm, assuming the combustion energy 
of one gram of dry tissue is 22 KJ (Wieser, 1994).
The values of Em from the species listed in Table 2 range from 5.0 to 22.0 
KJ/gdbm with an average of 9.16± 4.30 KJ/gdbm. The Em of cockroaches obtained in this 
study, 6.09KJ/gdbm, is bracketed in the range in Table 3, and similar to most of the 
ectothermic species’ costs. However, the value of the butterfly caterpillar, 0.63 KJ/gdbm, 
is 15 times lower than the average, and 8 times lower than that of catfish, the lowest 
value in Table 2, 5.0 KJ/gdbm. Thus, our result raises an interesting and important
question: why does the butterfly caterpillar have such a surprisingly low metabolic cost 
of growth?
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Table 2. Previously Reported Values of the Metabolic Cost of Growth, Em
Species Em (KJ/gdbm) References
cattle and sheep 22 (Peterson et al., 1999, Blaxter, 1989)
horse 13.8 (Peterson et al., 1999, Blaxter, 1989)
dog and pig 8.6 (Peterson et al., 1999, Blaxter, 1989)
man, rat, chicken 6.4 (Peterson et al., 1999, Blaxter, 1989)
catfish 5.0 (Wieser, 1994)
pollock 5.1 (Wieser, 1994)
sole 6.0 (Wieser, 1994)
plaice and flounder 6.3 (Wieser, 1994)
mullet 7.4 (Wieser, 1994)
rainbow trout 9.9~14.0
(Azevedo et al., 1998, Rodehutscord & 
Pfeffer, 1999)
sea bream 11.8 (Lupatsch et al., 2003)
sea bass 10.4 (Lupatsch et al., 2003)
white grouper 9.9 (Lupatsch et al., 2003)
toad 7.4 (Jorgensen, 1988)
mussel 6.9 (Hawkins et al., 1989)
garter snake 6.8-8.5 (Peterson et al., 1999)
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It is generally believed (Millward et al., 1976, Parry, 1983, Sibly & Calow, 1986, 
Jorgensen, 1988, Aoyagi et al., 1988, Blaxter, 1989, Wieser, 1994, Peterson et al., 1999, 
Moses et al., 2008, Hou et al., 2008, Hou, 2014) that the value of Em can be attributed to 
three types of physiological and ecological processes. First, a major component of Em is 
the cost of assembly, including the energy cost of forming peptide bonds, RNA 
transcription, mitosis, lipid synthesis, etc. Second, growing animals require energy to 
digest and transport absorbed nutrients to the sites of biosynthesis. The energy 
requirements for these processes attribute to Em. Lastly, the cost of growth includes the 
energy spent on foraging.
The last two components of Em indicate that the value of Em depends on body 
mass. Peterson et al. (1999) considered two hypothetical animals with different body 
sizes, which gain the same amount of bio-tissue per unit time, i.e., same growth rate. In 
addition to the physiological costs of assembling, the cost of growth must include “the
minimum energetic effort required to forage for....... the necessary amount of food to
supply the amino acids and other raw materials” (Peterson et al., 1999). For the same 
growth rate, the minimum food required can be obtained from the same spatial 
distribution. However, foraging over the same time and space would cost more energy for 
the animal with a larger body size. Thus, the larger animal would have to pay more 
energy for the same amount of body-mass increase, i.e., a larger Em. Moreover, once food 
is absorbed, a larger body size requires more energy to transport the nutrients because of 
the larger spatial distance (Moses et al., 2008). Thus, the extremely low value of Em in 
caterpillar may stem from its small body size, 0.014~0.12 grams (dry mass). However, 
we noticed that several species in Table 3 have a similar or even smaller body size, e.g.,
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0.054~0.12 grams for walleye pollock and 0.01 grams for the mussel. The cockroaches in 
this study also have a similar body size range (Figure 2) yet have a 10-fold greater Em. 
Thus, the small body size of the caterpillar, and the consequences in the energy cost of 
foraging and transporting nutrient, may not be major contributing factors to the extremely 
low Em in this species.
Numerous studies have suggested that for a given diet composition and ration, 
synthesizing protein costs less energy than synthesizing lipid (Morowitz, 1978). For 
example, in three fish species, it takes 0.79 to 0.90 KJ of metabolic energy to deposit one 
KJ of protein, but only 0.10 to 0.31 KJ of metabolic energy to deposit one KJ of lipid 
(Lupatsch et al., 2003). Moreover, the various biochemical transformations of diet 
ingredients to body tissue have different efficiencies. Millward et al. (1976) estimated 
that the efficiency of transforming fat to fat is 0.99, i.e., 99% of the energy from dietary 
fat can be deposited as fat, and only 1% of the energy from fat is lost during the process. 
The efficiency of transforming protein into fat is 0.31, and 0.15 for both transforming 
protein into protein and carbohydrate into fat. Thus, a species with low protein and high 
fat content in bio-tissue and high protein content in diet may have a low Em value. 
However, this is not the case in caterpillars in this study, which have a higher protein 
fraction in bio-tissue than cockroaches (54.9% versus 11.8%) and lower lipid fraction 
than cockroaches (13% versus 18.6%). The caterpillar diet also has lower protein content 
(13%~15%) than the cockroach diet (33%).
Here we propose a hypothesis, attempting to explain the extremely low metabolic 
cost of growth in the butterfly caterpillar. We assume that a higher energy cost of 
synthesizing results in the higher cellular homeostasis. Considering the same organ in
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two insect species, e.g., midgut or muscle, our assumption indicates that the organ in the 
species that spends more energy on synthesizing it has a better biomolecular “quality”, 
including fewer errors in protein and DNA sequences, higher resistance to stresses, and 
slower cellular senescence. This assumption is yet to be tested, but there exists evidence 
that indirectly supports it. For example, amino acid composition is associated with 
protein stability (Ponnuswamy et al., 1982, Argos et al., 1979), and the syntheses of 
different amino acids have different energy costs (Akashi & Gojobori, 2002, Kafri et al., 
2016, Swire, 2007). It has been suggested that the differentiation in the energy cost of 
amino acid synthesis is one of the selection pressures for protein evolution (Kepp & 
Dasmeh, 2014, Swire, 2007). Perhaps what is more important is the process of 
proofreading during protein synthesis, which is energetically costly (Jakubowski, 1994, 
Blomberg, 1983), and is closely related to protein fidelity (Cochella & Green, 2005).
We noticed that among all the species in Table 2 and in this study, the butterfly is 
the only holometabolous (complete metamorphous) species. During the metamorphosis 
of such species, a large mass of body tissues, such as the midgut, is disintegrated and 
remodeled (Lockshin, 1981, Locke, 1981), and only a few groups of imaginal discs and 
the tracheal system grow (Aldaz & Escudero, 2010, Madhavan & Schneiderman, 1977, 
Lowe et al., 2013). Moreover, the butterfly needs to finish its larval development in a 
short period of ~2 weeks, and it has a relatively short adult lifespan of 2-3 weeks, which 
is presumably linked to a faster declining of the cellular well-being in adult tissues. 
Considering disintegrating tissues during metamorphosis, the pressure of fast larval 
growth, and the short adult lifespan, we hypothesize that an energy budget that allocates a 
large amount of energy to biosynthesizing high quality cells would be selected against in
such a species. This hypothesis suggests that, compared to cockroaches and the other 
animals in Table 2, the butterfly caterpillar would spend less energy on proofreading 
during protein and DNA synthesis, and perhaps also possess an amino acid composition 
that is more energetically efficient (Akashi & Gojobori, 2002) but less stable. Taking this 
strategy, the caterpillar achieves a cheap cost for fast growth, but the price paid is a 
relatively low cell quality. The cockroach, in contrast, spends 100~200 days on nymphal 
development, and the adult lifespan is longer than a year (Kim & Rust, 2013). Thus, from 
a life history perspective, the cockroach is comparable to small rodents, and therefore is 
found to have a similar Em value.
Some indirect evidence supports this hypothesis. Sears et al. (2012) has found that 
the metabolic cost of growth, Em, in fifth instar hornworms (Manduca Sexta larvae, a 
holometabolous species) is only about 0.3 KJ/gdbm, whereas Booth and Kiddell (2007) 
reported a value of 12~22 KJ/gdbm for Em in the house cricket (Acheta domesticus, a 
hemimetabolous species). The dramatic difference in Em between these holometabolous 
and hemimetabolous insect species is similar to the pattern seen in this study. However, 
the data from these two studies need to be interpreted with caution, because as we pointed 
out above, the energy allocation to maintenance and activity, B m ,a , was ignored when 
estimating the energy of growth, and therefore the value of Em may be overestimated. We 
call for two lines of future research to test our hypothesis. First, estimates of Em using the 
correct energy allocation model and comparisons need to be performed on more 
holometabolous and hemimetabolous insect species. Second, the quality of the same type 
of cells from these species, such as the molecular damage on protein and DNA, the 
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The food treatments were able to induce a difference between groups, however 
the significance between the groups, regardless of looking at midgut tissue or body tissue, 
was unable to be explained. ANCOVA, using protein carbonyl as the dependent variable, 
ME and BSE as covariates, and groups as fixed factors was used. Further studies with 
protein carbonyl or more biomarkers will need to be utilized before conclusive results can 
be determined.
During growth, both the metabolic and biosynthetic rates vary constantly due to a 
variety of genetic, environmental and physiological factors. Since the rates may vary 
independently, their impacts on cellular damage may be different as well. However, the 
prediction is that during growth, variation of the metabolic rate has insignificant 
influence on the level of cellular damage, and most of the variation in cellular damage is 
due to variation in the biosynthetic rate. Another reason why the results were not 
significant would be that damage was treated as mass-specific.
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